New Life
Advices for a successful installation
Pull out drawers and the large drawers
(instructions on the back of the sheet)
and fix the wall's elements
through fisher.
Balance between their the elements
using the screws inside
hooks “B”.
Pierce the pilot-holes on the sides of the
cabinet and joined together with the
special ties “C”.
Fix the floor by screwing
to the roof of the base cabinets and
to the passers-by of the washbasin's base.
Position the washbasin and, after
having fixed the drenage and the siphon,
reassemble large drawers and drawers.

A

B

A Raises and lowers the cabinet
B Approaches and departs the cabinet from the wall

Mining and insertion of the drawer

Drawer's setting
Loosen before setting
Screw and unscrew for setting
Height setting

Mining: totally mines and pull hard upward

Lateral setting

Insertion: support the rails and push until the end.
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Large drawer's mining

Large drawer's insertion

Mining completely the large drawer

Pull hard upward

Close to hook it

Place the large drawer on the rails

Large drawer's setting
A Front's tilt
Loosen before setting
Screw and unscrew for setting

B

A

B Height
setting

C Lateral
setting
C

Door's disassembly
To remove the door put
pressure on the hinge at
the points indicated

Door's assembly
Bring the two points as
indicated by the arrow

Rotate slightly

Apply light pressure

Door's setting

C
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Door

B

B high and low

Door

A

A back and forth

Door

Loosen and tighten the screws A, B and C to adjust
the unit door according to the directions indicated in
the drawing.
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